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ABSTRACT
The membrane filter hybridization technique has been widely used for gene expression profiling. The preparation of sensitive
and reliable probes is critical for quantitative analysis in this technique. We report a
method in which fluorescently labeled
poly(dU) is used to detect poly(A)-containing mRNA that hybridizes to specific gene
targets. The probe can be used commonly
for every sample, alleviating problems encountered in preparing cDNA probes by reverse transcription, particularly when many
samples are to be analyzed. Moreover, the
sensitivity is at least comparable to cDNA
probes prepared by conventional protocols,
and intensities of signals after hybridization
are independent of mRNA sizes and solely
dependent on copy numbers. This method
was also shown to be applicable to DNA
chip technology.
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INTRODUCTION
The membrane filter hybridization
technique has been widely used to
identify species and/or to quantify levels of mRNA expressed in cells (1).
One application method is to immobilize either total RNA or purified mRNA
on membranes and to incubate with
gene-specific probes labeled with either
fluorescent or radioactive nucleotides;
northern blot analysis belongs to this
category. In other contrasting applications, gene-specific polynucleotides are
fixed on membranes and hybridized
with cDNA that are prepared and labeled from a mixture of mRNA-containing sequences to be detected; dot
blotting is an example. These two
methods have been used in a variety of
studies. More recently, the technique
was refined and developed in a cDNA
microarray system in which high-density cDNA analysis became possible by
the use of a glass surface (2,5,8,21). In
all methods, the preparation of sensitive
and reliable probes is essential, preferably using simple procedures.
Here, we report a method in which
fluorescently labeled poly(dU) was
used to detect poly(A)-containing
mRNA that hybridized to specific gene
targets. Because the poly(dU) probe
can be applicable to all eukaryotic samples, this method alleviates many problems encountered when preparing
cDNA probes for each sample. Moreover, the signal intensities after hybridization are independent of mRNA
sizes and solely dependent on copy
numbers, which provide a great advan-

tage when comparing relative expression levels of genes. This method was
further shown to be applicable to DNA
chip technology. In our study, to comply with the terms commonly used in
hybridization technologies, “probes”
refers to the DNA molecules in the hybridization solution, while “targets”
refers to the DNA molecules immobilized on either the membrane or glass
surface.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Deoxyribonucleotides and
Polynucleotides
Deoxyribonucleotides and synthetic
polynucleotides including poly(rA) and
p(dT)12-18 were purchased from Amersham Pharmacia Biotech (Piscataway,
NJ, USA). Cy3-dUTP and Cy5-dUTP
were also purchased from Amersham
Pharmacia Biotech, and Alexa-546-14dUTP was obtained from Molecular
Probes (Eugene, OR, USA).
Preparation of Fluorescently
Labeled Poly(dU) Probe
Labeling reactions were performed
by reverse transcription (RT) in the
presence of 100 pmol poly(rA) •
p(dT)12-18 ; 0.5 mM each dATP, dCTP,
and dGTP; 40 µM dTTP; 20 µM fluorescently labeled dUTP; 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT); 0.5 U/µL ribonuclease
inhibitor (Life Technologies, Rockville, MD, USA); and 0.03 U/µL S UPER SCRIPT reverse transcriptase (Life
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Technologies) in a 50-µL solution. Reaction mixtures were incubated at 30°C
for 60 min, followed by heat treatment
for 3 min at 94°C and chilling on ice.
The purified products through Microspin S-300HR columns (Amersham
Pharmacia Biotech) were treated with
0.3 N NaOH for 20 min at 37°C to degrade the template poly(rA), followed
by neutralization with HCl and TrisHCl, pH 7.0, to a final volume of approximately 100 µL.
Cell Culture, RNA Extraction,
RT-PCR, and cDNA Probe
Preparation
Human HeLa and WI38 cells and
RAW247 mouse monocyte/macrophage line cells were obtained from the
Human Science Research Resources
Bank (Osaka, Japan) and maintained in
DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS.
Differentiation of RAW247 cells to osteoclasts was induced with osteoclast

differentiation factor stimulation (15)
(unpublished data). Total RNA was extracted using the acid guanidiniumphenol chloroform procedure from cultured cells, reverse transcribed into
cDNA, and used for RT-PCR; under the
conditions used, a linear amplification
was achieved (16). Poly(A)-containing
RNA was purified using QuickPrep
mRNA purification kit (Amersham
Pharmacia Biotech) when necessary.
cDNA probes were prepared by RT
as previously described for labeling
poly(dU), except that 600 ng purified
mRNA and Cy-3 dUTP were used instead of poly(rA) and Alexa-dUTP, respectively. Reaction products were finally resuspended with 10 µL
hybridization solution.
Gene-Specific Targets
Unique regions of human GAPDH
(6), PCNA (24), p53 (18), Rb (23), Ras
(11), p130 (12), p14 (9), p16 (9), p18

Figure 1. Preparation and specificity of the poly(dU) probe. RT reaction
was carried out at 30°C in the presence of poly(rA)-p(dT)12-18. Reaction products at 30 and 60 min, respectively, were examined by agarose gel electrophoresis. The positions of the reaction products and free fluorescent dUTP
are indicated on the left. (B) The poly(dU) probe was hybridized with a membrane on which poly(rA), poly(rC), poly(rG), and poly(rU) had been immobilized. Signals detected after hybridization with the probe are shown in the top
panel, and the positions of each polynucleotide are shown in the bottom panel.
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(22), p19 (10), p21 (13), and p27 (20)
were amplified from human cells as
previously described and immobilized
on membranes (Hybond+) using a
Bio-Dot (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA). IntelliGene Test
Array (Takara Shuzo, Shiga, Japan)
was a DNA chip containing a duplicated set of 48 human and 48 cyanobacterium target genes on a glass surface.
IntelliGene Mouse CHIP (Takara Shuzo) contained mouse genes.
Hybridization and Monitoring
Membrane filters carrying target
DNA were prehybridized in 1 mL hybridization solution containing 5× standard saline citrate (SSC), 0.5% BSA,
0.1 mg/mL salmon sperm DNA, and
0.1% SDS/cm2 of membrane at 30°C
for 1 h in a bag. Either total RNA or purified mRNA was heated together with
10 µL poly(dU) probe solution in 200
µL hybridization buffer at 70°C for 10

Figure 2. Sensitivity test of the poly(dU) probe using poly(rA). Poly(rA), at
the indicated amounts in the top panel, was spotted on nylon membranes and
then hybridized with the poly(dU) probe as described in Materials and Methods. Relative densitometry units (R.D.U.) were normalized to the 1-ng signal
and are shown in the bottom panel. Microsoft Excel® was used for graphical
drawing and correlation coefficient determination; the r value was 0.95.
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min, transferred into the bag, and then
hybridized with the membrane for 6–10
h at 30°C. The membrane was washed
for 15 min at room temperature in lowstringency washing buffer (1× SSC and
0.1% SDS), then in high-stringency
washing buffer (0.1× SSC and 0.1%
SDS) for 10 min. Membranes were
monitored using a FMBIO II (Hitachi
Software, Japan) fluorescent scanning
apparatus.
Hybridization with DNA chips was
carried out according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, for the
poly(dU) probe hybridization, 600 ng
or 3 µg mRNA were preheated together with 10 µL poly(dU) probe (14 µL
total) at 70°C for 10 min. Chips were
incubated with 14 µL prehybridization
solution (6× SSC, 0.1% SDS, 5× Denhardt’s solution, and 0.1 µg/µL denatured salmon sperm DNA) containing
either poly(dU) probe or cDNA probe
at 65°C for 18–20 h, followed by 3 h

incubation at 30°C. Chips were washed
for 15 min at 60°C in 2× SSC and for
15 min at 60°C in solution containing
2× SSC and 0.1% SDS and rinsed twice
with 0.2× SSC at room temperature.
Hybridization profiles were analyzed
using an Affymetrix 418 array scanner
(Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA).
RESULTS
Preparation of the Fluorescently
Labeled Poly(dU) Probe and Its
Characterization
Fluorescently labeled poly(dU) was
prepared by RT reactions on poly(rA)
in the presence of Alexa-dUTP. The
optimal incorporation of the substrates
was obtained when the ratio of dUTP
and dTTP was 1:2, the mean size of the
products was approximately 800 bases,
and the poly(rA) size used as a template

was between 300 and 1500 bases (Figure 1A). The binding ability and specificity of the poly(dU) probe thus prepared have been examined and shown
to hybridize only to poly(rA) spotted
on membrane filter (Figure 1B).
The sensitivity was examined within
a range of concentrations of fmol (ng)
to pmol (µg) of poly(rA) as a target.
When as few as 3 fmol poly(rA) were
fixed on a 12-mm2 (area) dot (diameter:
4 mm), the signal was clearly detected
(Figure 2, top panel), and the intensity
of each spot increased in a linear manner within a range of 10–1000 ng of the
target (Figure 2, bottom panel).
Application to Profiling of Gene
Expression on Filter Membranes
This new method was used to examine mRNA levels of certain genes in
human cells. First, when total RNA
from HeLa cells was hybridized with

Figure 3. Monitoring genes expressed in human cells. (A) One microgram of GAPDH DNA (top) and pUC18 DNA (bottom) were spotted on the nylon membrane and hybridized with increasing amounts of total RNA from WI-38 cells: (no. 1) 10, (no. 2) 20, and (no. 3) 40 µg (left panel). Total RNA was labeled with
the poly(dU) probe as described in Materials and Methods. Densities were normalized to the 10-µg signal and are shown in the right panel; the r value was 0.95.
(B) Differential gene expression profiles between WI-38 cells and HeLa cells. Twelve cDNA clones of human genes (1 µg each) including growth- and cell cycle-regulated genes were spotted on the nylon membranes and probed with 20 µg total RNA from (no. 1) WI-38 cells and (no. 2) HeLa cells. (no. 3) shows the
species and positions of the spotted cDNA clones. (C) Northern blot analysis of GAPDH mRNA from (no. 1) WI-38 and (no. 2) HeLa cells. Arrows indicate the
positions of 28S and 18S rRNA, respectively.
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GAPDH cDNA and the control plasmid pUC18, signals were detected only
by the GAPDH target and not by the
pUC18 DNA (Figure 3A), indicating
that this probe could label poly(A)-containing mRNA under the conditions
used. Furthermore, the intensities of
signals obtained increased in a linear
manner (Figure 3A), indicating that total RNA could hybridize quantitatively
at least within this range.
Then, the feasibility of this method
for profiling gene expression was examined using two types of human cell
lines. WI-38 is a diploid cell line derived from normal embryonic lung tissue (14), and HeLa is a tumor cell line
derived from cervical cancer. Figure 3B
shows the findings obtained from WI38 cells in the confluent condition and
proliferating HeLa cells, respectively.
The integrity of the mRNA prepared
was confirmed by northern blot analysis of GAPDH mRNA (Figure 3C). Except for GAPDH mRNA, which was
commonly detected in both cell types,
the expression profiles of other genes
were not identical between WI-38 and
HeLa cells, reflecting the differences in
their original tissues and/or physiological conditions. The expression of the
p53 gene and low expressions of the
p21 gene in HeLa cells have been reported (4). However, low expression of
PCNA and high expression of p27
mRNA were prominent in growth-arrested WI-38 cells.

probe alone (Figure 4B; targets I-4 and
IV-3), suggesting the existence of
poly(dA) tracts in these targets.
The same chip was then hybridized
with a cDNA probe prepared by a conventional method from the same mRNA
preparation, resulting in the profile
shown in Figure 4C. Except for the two

above targets (I-4 and IV-3), signals detected with two probes could be classified into three groups: the first one contained common signals to both probes
(e.g., IV-1, V-1, V-2, and VI-4), the second one was unique to the poly(dU)
probe (e.g., VI-3), and the third one was
unique to the cDNA probe (e.g., VII-5).

Application to DNA Chips
Since this method has been shown to
be applicable on membrane filters, we
examined the possibility of its application to DNA chips. We used the Test
Array as a model chip and examined
mRNA from WI-38 cells. This array
contained a duplicated set of 96 target
DNA clones (each target was numbered
from I to VIII for rows and from 1 to 12
for columns in Figure 4A): 48 from human cells (columns 1–6) and 48 from
cyanobacterium (columns 7–12). As
shown in Figure 4A, WI-38 mRNA was
shown to hybridize to selected targets
from human sources, while signals
were completely absent in cyanobacterium genes, confirming its applicability to DNA chips. However, some targets gave signals using the poly(dU)
410 BioTechniques

Figure 4. Monitoring gene expression profiles on DNA chips. (A and B) The poly(dU) probe and
cDNA probe prepared by a conventional method (C), respectively, were used to monitor gene expression
profiles on the test array chip. Each contains a duplicated set of 96 target DNA clones originating from 48
human genes (left half) and 48 cyanobacterium genes (right half). mRNA (600 ng) from WI-38 cells
were used in panels A and C, respectively; no cellular RNA was included in panel B. Each spot is represented by a row number (roman numerals) and column number (arabic numerals). Arrows indicate the
position of β-actin cDNA (I-1 and VIII-1). (D) Verification of signals detected in panels A and C. Specific primers for target genes [V-1 (7), V-2 (25), VI-3 (19), VI-4 (26), and VII-5 (3)] including GAPDH
were designed and their expression levels in WI-38 cells were examined by RT-PCR. Profiles of the products separated on 1% agarose gel are shown (top panel). Their densities were quantified, normalized to
the VII-5 signal, and are shown (bottom panel).
Vol. 31, No. 2 (2001)
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To verify the accuracy of the newly
developed method, we chose several
target genes and examined their expression levels in WI-38 cells by RT-PCR
(Figure 4D): V-1, cysteine protease
Mch2 isoform (7); V-2, laminin-binding protein (25); VI-3, CD36 (19); VI4, MDC9 (26); and VII-5, CDC37 (3);
in addition to GAPDH as a positive
control. VI-3, VI-4, V-1, and V-2 were
found to be expressed, while the expression level of VII-5 was significantly lower compared with the other four
tested targets (Figure 4D). Taken together, the new labeling method could
give fairly reliable results as tested.
Preparation of Differentially
Labeled Poly(dU) Probes and their
Applications
One prevailing application of DNA
chip technology is to detect genes expressed differentially between cells in
different physiological conditions or
stages. To confirm that the new method
could also be applicable to this purpose, we prepared Cy3-labeled and
Cy5-labeled poly(dU) probes, respectively, and applied them to gene expression profiling in differentiating cells.
mRNA prepared from progenitor
RAW247 cells were labeled with the
Cy3-poly(dU) probe and mRNA from
mature osteoclasts were labeled with
the Cy5-poly(dU) probe, respectively,
and hybridized with DNA chips containing mouse genes. As shown in Figure 5, genes specifically expressed in
either RAW247 cells or in osteoclasts
were detected distinctively.

To verify such advantages, we examined the gene expression profiles of
WI-38 cells using DNA chips and
probes prepared by two different methods: the poly(dU) probe and a cDNA
probe prepared by a conventional method (Figure 4). Although they shared
common profiles on some targets, such
as the β-actin gene (Figure 4, A–C), the
profiles given by the two probes were
not identical. The expression of genes
detected with the poly(dU) probe was
subsequently confirmed by RT-PCR.
However, a gene detected only with the
cDNA probe turned out to be expressed
at a low level (Figure 4D). This difference could be caused by the characteristic property of each probe. The
poly(dU) probe anneals solely with the
poly(A) region of mRNA irrespective
of their sizes, as described above. However, the original sizes of mRNA are
not homogeneous; moreover, RT reactions can be hampered by higher structures of template mRNA in the process
of cDNA preparation, causing further
heterogeneities in the lengths of the
cDNA products. Therefore, the intensities of the signals after hybridization by
cDNA probes could be severely affected by such factors.

It is essential for any detection
method to discriminate real signals
from false or artificial ones. In this respect, the possible existence of either a
repetitive sequence consisting of
poly(dA) in the untranslated region or a
poly(A)-tail sequence of the target
cDNA clones on chips cannot be overlooked in the method using the
poly(dU) probe. In fact, Figure 4B
shows such an example in which two
targets (I-4 and IV-3) gave signals in
the absence of cellular RNA, suggesting that they contained either one of the
two forms of the poly(dA) tracts in
their sequences. These two spots were
also detected in Figure 4A, where additional signals appeared in the presence
of mRNA. Taken together, we confirmed that the detection method described here possessed several advantages for microarray analysis. However,
if target DNAs contain poly(dA) tracts,
then the method could cause noise and
require that some precautions be taken
in data analysis.
The length of the poly(rA) residues
at the 3′ termini of mRNA varies between 200 and 250 nucleotides (17).
However, the length is not heterogeneous in each mRNA. Therefore, if

DISCUSSION
In the present study, we showed that
the poly(dU) product could be used to
detect mRNA species hybridized on
DNA arrays spotted on either membranes or glass surfaces (DNA chips).
There are two main advantages of the
poly(dU) probe over the conventional
cDNA probe. First, the intensities given
by the probe are solely dependent on
copy numbers of the respective mRNA
species regardless of their sizes. Second, it is unnecessary to carry out the
RT reaction for cDNA preparation each
time, once the probe is prepared and the
probe can be commonly used.
412 BioTechniques

Figure 5. Gene expression profiling with differentially labeled poly(dU) probes. mRNA (3 µg) prepared from progenitor RAW247 cells and mature osteoclasts were labeled with Cy3-labeled (red) and
Cy5-labeled (green) poly(dU) probes, respectively, and hybridized with DNA chips containing mouse
cDNAs as targets. This chip consists of four different meta-grids.
Vol. 31, No. 2 (2001)

poly(dU) with approximately 200 bases
or longer were used as a probe, then the
length polymorphism would not cause
a significant effect on quantification of
the expression levels. Expression of
certain genes is also known to be regulated by either poly- or de-adenylation
at their 3′ termini (17). This type of regulation could be detected if the
poly(dU) probe is used in combination
with cDNA probes.
Finally, two kinds of cDNA probes
labeled with different fluoresceins,
such as Cy-3 and Cy-5, have been used
to detect the changes in expression of
mRNA under two different conditions.
This technique can also be applicable
to the poly(dU) probes; namely, two
kinds of poly(dU) probes differentially
labeled can easily be prepared and
used. This was confirmed by applying
the method to detect genes differentially expressed through osteoclatogenesis
in vitro (Figure 5).
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